BENEFITS OF
ONLINE TRAINING

School Training Solutions® (STS) represents a
truly modern option for Florida school districts
looking for the ideal way to implement bus
driver certification training. Organized to meet
State of Florida mandated classroom training

learners in various areas, and the total number

blended learning situations as it enables

soars into the tens of millions.

students to arrange their online studies in

Many factors have contributed to this
increase.
Whenever students of any age are asked

such a way that they can easily meet any
“hands-on” obligations that may be required in
a training program.

requirements for school bus operators, STS

what they like best about distance learning

offers an online course that is both user-friend-

programs, the first answer is almost always

decide exactly when to start an online training

ly and is recognized by Florida Department of

the convenience of taking courses online.

program. Conventional classes have very rigid

Education (DOE). This program enables bus

With access to a computer and an Internet

schedules regarding when they are offered. If

drivers to mesh the convenience of online

connection, class is in session anywhere,

a student can’t meet the specific schedule

coursework with the county-provided,

anytime! It only takes a few minutes to turn

offered, he or she may have to wait months or

behind-the-wheel training mandated by the

on a computer, open the web browser, and

even longer before the class is offered again.

Florida DOE to create a truly effective, blended

access the courseware of choice. This

Online training is all about making courses

learning experience.

eliminates the time and expense involved

available when and where it is most conve-

in traveling to and from a class location. The

nient for the student.

The 21st century has seen a steady increase

As an added bonus, students also get to

in the number and variety of online training

convenience of online classes also allows

and education programs available to all ages,

students the flexibility to mold their studies

ability to set their own pace for covering

as well as the number of people taking

around job and family obligations, not to

material. Not everyone learns at the same

advantage of these programs. The increase

mention those unexpected occurrences that

speed, and it is important for each individual

among postsecondary students, alone, is

are part of life. Conventional classroom

to feel comfortable with the amount of

telling. According to a 2013 report issued by

instruction takes place on a rigid time

information being presented and absorbed in

the Babson Survey Research Group, over 6.7

schedule. If you miss a class, you miss the

any given timeframe. In a classroom setting,

million students above the K-12 level were

material covered that day and it can be

material is delivered at one speed as

enrolled in at least one online class

difficult to catch-up.

determined by the instructor. When students

in 2011. Add in K-12 students and adult

This flexibility factor is also perfect for

With online training, students also have the

set their own pace with online training,

information can be reviewed as many times

a grasp of the material being presented.

as needed for full absorption.

Compare this to the time delay involved in

Cost is also a factor. When someone signs
up for an online training program, the
up-front cost is all-inclusive. Conventional

waiting for tests or reports to be graded by
an instructor.
Finally, online training enables students

classroom instruction involves not only the

to control their “classroom environment.”

cost of the class, but also books and other

Who hasn’t gone through the stress of a

training materials, along with expenses

classroom setting filled with distractions of

involved in traveling to and from the class

various kinds? These distractions – human

location. For organizations offering training

or otherwise – can greatly curtail one’s

programs, going the online route eliminates

capacity to learn. With online training, the

costs connected with items such as

reality of a stress-free environment is right

classroom space, instructor fees, course

at our fingertips!

materials, and equipment.

There’s a growing body of statistics which

trainingsolutions.com. A division of Smart

indicate that online training has led to an

Horizons, STS offers a comprehensive range of

with instant feedback as they progress

increase in learning achievement and

online training organized to meet both state

through a course. Through the use of

course completion. Is it any wonder?

mandated in-service training requirements and

Be sure to visit the School Training

the professional development training needs of

Online training also provides students

embedded questions and end-of-lesson
tests, students know right away if they have

Solutions website at http://www.school-

Recognized by the Florida Department of Education (DOE)
as meeting the requirements for the 20 hours of classroom instruction.

all school district employees. *
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